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 NEXT MEETINGS 
 
MAY 1, Friday at 7:30 p.m.  Willow Recreation Center 
3600 Lexington Drive at Algonquin Road, Hoffman Estates  
Professor David Meyer, Northwestern University, will present Exploring the 
Universe with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).  The HST has 
revolutionized our understanding of the universe both near and far.  Its 
stunning images of star-forming nebulae and distant galaxies have 
captivated public attention and inspired students of all ages.  This talk 
includes a discussion of what makes HST such a special telescope, together 
with the science behind several of HST's most famous images including the 
"Pillars of Creation" in the Eagle Nebula and the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. 
 

PUBLIC Star Party schedule: 
MAY 16, Saturday, 8:00-11:00 p.m. at Afton Woods 
MAY 23, Saturday, 8:00-11:00 p.m. at Marengo Ridge 
 

JUNE 5, Friday at 7:30 p.m.  Willow Recreation Center 
NSA member Mark Christensen will present "The Birth of the 
Moon." 
  
The URL to access our home page:                http://www.nsaclub.org 
NSA private features are on Yahoo groups, to join the club’s 
Yahoo discussion group: 
visit http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NSAClub/info  
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/nsaclub.org 
 Thanks to President Mel Robinson for his editorial remarks and 
observing notes, Jim Ammeson for the minutes of the April 3, 2015 
meeting, Ryan Kyle for the observing schedule, and Alan Birkner for the 
April 26, 2015 Treasurer's report.  NASA provides the monthly feature.  
 Welcome to our newest club members whose contact information is 
printed on page 2.   
 Congratulations on a fabulous Astronomy Day on April 25, 2015.  
Thanks to Mitch Trilling for donating astrophotos for the FREE raffle.  
Winners were ecstatic and will treasure memories of the event for years to 
come! 
  After the meeting, the club will return to Rosati's at 1770 W. Wise 
Road, Schaumburg, IL 60193, phone 847-891-5151.   
 See you Friday, Edith 

 
Northwest Suburban Astronomers is a not-for-profit corporation 
chartered by the State of Illinois “to cultivate, foster and promote 
interest and participation in astronomy.” 
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT …    Mel Robinson 
 We have successfully put on another Astronomy Day 
event at Harper College.  Even though the weather did not 
cooperate (it was cloudy and cold with rain earlier in the 
day), we still had 52 club members come out to help, a 
large contingent of Harper students and astronomy 
department docents, and a crowd of public estimated to be 
525 people.  Well done, everyone! 
 Special thanks to the lead organizer of this event - 
Charlie Klingel.  To everyone who helped out, greeted 
people at a table, set up a display, brought a telescope, 
talked to members of the public, guided people to the 
classrooms, carried stuff in or out, worked the craft room, 
gave a talk, distributed fliers, contacted the press for 
publicity, or otherwise assisted, thank you for helping to 
make this event a success.   
 The members of the public who I had a chance to talk 
to were interested, enthusiastic, and excited to be at the 
event.  There were a lot of kids there, many who knew 
some astronomy facts and who had an interest in learning 
more. 
 Some of the young people at the event were students 
from local schools who serve as docents at the observatory, 
running the telescopes and showing people objects in the 
night sky.  What a great opportunity for a young person to 
get involved and to be exposed to the academic side of 
astronomy. 
 A selection of photos from the event can be found on 
pages 3 and 4 of this issue of the Celestial Log. 
 Of course, many of the nights prior to Astronomy Day 
were clear, and the night after was a clear night with good 
transparency.  I hope that many of you who dusted off your 
telescopes for the public at Harper have also gotten a 
chance to bring a telescope out under a clear sky. 
 At last month’s meeting, we talked about a challenge 
object.  We asked everyone to get outside and look for the 
challenge object.  The object selected for April is M44 – 
the Beehive star cluster.  The Beehive cluster is well 
placed for viewing, and is large enough and bright enough 
to be seen in binoculars.  In small and large telescopes, the 
Beehive includes several double and triple star groupings.  
Depending on the aperture of your telescope, you may be 
able to detect color differences between the stars in the 
Beehive cluster.  Time exposure photographs show yellow 
and blue star colors.  In my 4 inch refractor, I counted 55 
stars as members of the cluster under Hoffman Estates 
skies, not far from the lights of the car dealers along Golf 
Road. 
 We hope that you had a chance to look at the Beehive 
Cluster.  We will announce another challenge object at the 
May meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

CLUB GENERAL INFORMATION 
Annual dues are $25 for individuals or families and $15 for 
students (under 18) payable each calendar year. 
 
Visit the club’s website at www.nsaclub.org.   
 
Receive your newsletter by e-mail and help save costs.  
Contact Edith Auchter to sign up at auchfam@comcast.net 
 
Get a discount on your Sky and Telescope and/or 
Astronomy Magazine by subscribing or renewing through 
the club.  Sky and Telescope - $32.95/year:  To renew, 
send your renewal notice (or at least the customer number 
from your mailing label) and a check made out to SKY 
PUBLISHING for $32.95.  Astronomy - $34.00/1 year or 
$60.00 for 2 years.  To renew, also send your renewal 
notice or customer number. Kalmbach requires us to send a 
club check for subscriptions, so make your check to 
Northwest Suburban Astronomers.  Contact Alan Birkner 
at alanbettina@sbcglobal.net or 847-375-0348.  
 
Club members may rent the club’s travel telescope for 
$10 per month.  Contact Mark De Smet for details at  
marknsa@mreg.fief.org or 847-490-8845.  
 
The NSA is a member society of the Astronomical League. 
Visit http://www.astroleague.org/ for information on the  
observing award programs. 
 
 

 
 
OBSERVING DATES  
May 8-9  Coral Woods 
May 15-17 Afton Woods 
May 16  PUBLIC @ Afton Woods  
May 22-23 Marengo Ridge 
May 23  PUBLIC @ Marengo Ridge 
May 29-30 Coral Woods 
June 12-14 Afton 
June 19-20 Marengo Ridge 

 
 
 
Treasurer's Report 
Alan Birkner 
April 26, 2015 
 
Beginning Balance  $8,591.54 
  
Income  
  Membership Dues       389.70 
  
Expenses  
  Celestial Log         19.26 
   
Ending Balance  $8,961.98 
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Observing Notes – May 2015 
 The evening skies are spectacular with Venus high and 
bright in the western skies.  Jupiter is directly overhead in 
the evening. 
 Venus is at its highest altitude for us on May 8.  Venus 
increases in brightness to magnitude -4.4 in May.  The 
increase in brightness is a result of the disk of the planet to 
22 arc seconds across. 
 Jupiter moves away from the Beehive cluster and 
closer to Venus .  The disk of the planet shrinks from 38 to 
35 arc seconds and decreases in brightness from -2.1 to -
1.9 magnitude.  A double shadow transit occurs on May 27 
starting at 9.01 pm to 11:18 pm. 
 On May 1st, Mercury will be 8 degrees above the 
western horizon at magnitude -0.4.  This is a good 
opportunity to view this elusive planet. 
 Saturn is at opposition on May 22 with the rings tilted 
at 24 degrees.  The resulting brightness is magnitude 0.0.  
Saturn is at the northern end of the constellation Scorpius. 
 The Eta Aquariid meteor shower is predicted for the 
morning of May 6.  This meteor shower is the debris trail 
of Comet Halley.  
 The Asteroid 532 Herculina is at opposition on May 
17 at magnitude 9 in the constellation Serpens Caput. 
 Another asteroid visible in May include Massalia in 
Virgo.  Minor Planet Ceres is in Capricorn. 
 The Moon is full on May 3, last quarter is May 11, 
new moon is May 18, and first quarter is May 25.   
 
Minutes of the April 3, 2015 Meeting 
Jim Ammeson, Secretary 
 42 people present 
 Mark Christensen (VP of Programs) opened the 
meeting at 7:32pm.  Kevin Cole (professor, Harper 
College), speaker for the evening, spoke about the various 
inner solar system missions NASA and other space 
agencies have had.  In particular, the MESSENGER 
(NASA) mission to Mercury, and Venus Express (ESA) 
and Magellan (NASA) to Venus.  After his talk, he 
answered several questions from members. 
 At 8:47 Mel Robinson (President) took the floor and 
thanks Kevin for his presentation.  Mel reminded the 
members about the lunar eclipse that would occur the 
following evening.  He then opened the business meeting 
with Astronomy Day. 
 Charlie Klingel (Astronomy Day Coordinator) stood 
and made a few brief announcements about the event: it 
will be the same place as last year, building Z at Harper 
College; the telescopes for night time observing will be set 
up by the observatory; solar telescopes can be set up near 
the entrance to Z building; and, the public arrives at 5pm 
but members can arrive as early as 3 to start setting up. 
 Mel asked if there were any guests at the meeting, to 
which there was one reply. 
 Mel introduced a new idea he had for the club called 
“Challenge Object.”  A single object will be chosen and 
everyone in the club can look at it and discuss what they 
see, how they found it, etc.  The first Challenge Object (not 
a very challenging object) is M45, the Bee Hive Cluster.  

 The previous month's minutes pass.  Mel opened the 
floor for observing discussion: the highlights included 
solar observing, some bright meteorites, and a notably 
green aurora on St. Patrick's Day.  There was some 
discussion related to Nikon's new astrophotography 
focused camera. 
 Mark Christensen mentioned that the next month's 
meeting will be on the Hubble Space Telescope. 
 Mark Behrendt (VP of Social Activities, Publicity, and 
Membership) said that those who haven't renewed their 
membership will soon be getting the “ban hammer” on the 
Yahoo!group. 
 At 9:04 the meeting was adjourned. 
 

ASTRONOMY DAY 2015 FESTIVITIES 

 
Introduction to astronomy with Bob Pease 

 
Len Kazmer explains phases of the Moon 

 
Mitch Trilling and the geometry of eclipses 
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Joe Kabbes and Harper's Henize Observatory display 
 

 
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 

California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration.  NASA created the Space Place 
program to give the public the opportunity to explore the space program's 
technological advancements and delve into its discoveries.   The Space 
Place program has a Web site aimed at children but equally as fun and 
educational for adults.  We invite you to explore the web site at 
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov 

Is the Most Massive Star Still Alive?  
Dr. Ethan Siegel 

 The brilliant specks of light twinkling in the night sky, 
with more and more visible under darker skies and with 
larger telescope apertures, each have their own story to tell. 
In general, a star's color correlates very well with its mass 
and its total lifetime, with the bluest stars representing the 
hottest, most massive and shortest-lived stars in the 
universe. Even though they contain the most fuel overall, 
their cores achieve incredibly high temperatures, meaning 
they burn through their fuel the fastest, in only a few 
million years instead of roughly ten billion like our sun. 
 Because of this, it's only the youngest of all star 
clusters that contain the hottest, bluest stars, and so if we 
want to find the most massive stars in the universe, we 
have to look to the largest regions of space that are actively 
forming them right now. In our local group of galaxies, 
that region doesn't belong to the giants, the Milky Way or 
Andromeda, but to the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), a 
small, satellite galaxy (and fourth-largest in the local 
group) located 170,000 light years distant. 

 

 
Children making astronomy picture frame crafts 

 
 Despite containing only one percent of the mass of our 
galaxy, the LMC contains the Tarantula Nebula (30 
Doradus), a star-forming nebula approximately 1,000 light 
years in size, or roughly seven percent of the galaxy itself. 
You'll have to be south of the Tropic of Cancer to observe 
it, but if you can locate it, its center contains the super star 
cluster NGC 2070, holding more than 500,000 unique 
stars, including many hundreds of spectacular, bright blue 
ones. With a maximum age of two million years, the stars 
in this cluster are some of the youngest and most massive 
ever found.  
 At the center of NGC 2070 is a very compact 
concentration of stars known as R136, which is responsible 
for most of the light illuminating the entire Tarantula 
Nebula. Consisting of no less than 72 O-class and Wolf-
Rayet stars within just 20 arc seconds of one another, the 
most massive is R136a1, with 260 times the sun's mass and 
a luminosity that outshines us by a factor of seven million. 
Since the light has to travel 170,000 light years to reach us, 
it's quite possible that this star has already died in a 
spectacular supernova, and might not even exist any 
longer! The next time you get a good glimpse of the 
southern skies, look for the most massive star in the 
universe, and ponder that it might not even still be alive. 

 
Images credit: ESO/IDA/Danish 1.5 m/R. Gendler, C. C. Thöne, 
C. Féron, and J.-E. Ovaldsen (L), of the giant star-forming 
Tarantula Nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud; NASA, ESA, 
and E. Sabbi (ESA/STScI), with acknowledgment to R. O'Connell 
(University of Virginia) and the Wide Field Camera 3 Science 
Oversight Committee (R), of the central merging star cluster 
NGC 2070, containing the enormous R136a1 at the center. 

 
 
 
  

  


